
Keeping it real
Authenticity in the 

Classroom

Get Dip-Ready #4



Widdowson, H. G. 1978. Teaching Language as Communication. 

Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Why is it important in the classroom?



1. What 
Language? 

(Grammar/Lexis)

3. Productive tasks?
(speaking / writing)

2. What texts? 
(Reading/Listening)



What Questions 
should we be asking 

ourselves to keep 
Language Lessons 

real?

Why are they using 
the language? 

(Apart from being 
told to!)

Does the coursebook 
include genuine 

models?

How purposeful 
are the practice 

activities?

Is there a genuine 
communicative 

goal to the lesson?
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Is there a genuine 
communicative 

goal to the lesson?

To review 3rd and mixed 

conditional forms using the Test-

Teach-Test approach, through a 

gap full exercise.

To compare and contrast between 

past supposition and past 

consequence, past supposition 

and present consequence, present 

supposition and  past 

consequence.

To use these structures first in a 

controlled way, then more freely

Be better at talking about:

• a lucky encounter

• the best choice they’ve ever 

made

• the player who’s had the most 

impact on their favourite team 

this season

Wrong 
perspective



What texts?

is it useful for 
my learners?

Will my learners 
like it?

How do I choose 
from all the 

authentic texts 
out there?



Course content is determined by 

learners’ present and/or future 

___   needs
Mike Long (2015)

communicative



Needs analysis



L2 motivational self system
Zoltan Dörnyei (2005, 2009)
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An ideal second

language self

intervention
Jessica Mackay (2019)



“I  find this activity very difficult to think of reading something. I’m not a 
fan to read….Neither in English. I would like to watch some tv shows. I can’t 

do that now, only with subtitles” Pablo

“I’d like that I’m talking to some English friends 
about the news” Enric

“I imagine myself reading and speaking with some people in the internet 
about my interests, like travel or cooking maybe” Marta

I imagine myself really fluent. I speak very well with everyone, haha.” 
claudia

“I’m reading the typical new stories and then I can understand them and talk 
with my classmates in English about that” montse



Students 

read 4 texts 

quickly and 

choose 

which one 

to read in 

more detail

Students

select a text

they´re

interested in 

and use it as 

the basis of a 

productive

task in class

Students 

choose from a 

bank of 

teacher 

selected texts 

which one to 

read
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Rate the story headlines 1-5 for how interesting they are to you. 

1= not interesting        5= very interesting

A: What next for Venezuela? The four most likely 
outcomes
B: The myths about detoxing
C: Political earthquake: Thai princess runs for president
D: Sumatran tiger killed by potential mate on first 
meeting in London zoo

E: The icy village where no one has an appendix

F: Iranian women, before and after the revolution

Now talk to your partner and explain why.

What other kinds of stories are you interested in?



Ok, I’ve got my 
texts…

now what?

Um…Do you?...

Well, you’ll need a 
gist task

And some 
detail 

questions!



What questions?

________________________________
________________?

__________________________? 

_____________________________?



What questions?

What is the writer unhappy 
about?

Would you sign the petition? 

Do you empathise with her?
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https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/great-blasket-island-

ireland-live-free-coffee-shop-accommodation-food-a9288636.html

https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/great-blasket-island-ireland-live-free-coffee-shop-accommodation-food-a9288636.html
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Crowdsourced 
audio follow-up
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Task 1-Listen to Meghan. 

What is she talking about?

Task 2- Listen again.

What are her goals?

Task 3- Listen again.

Complete some of the 
sentences Meghan says.

e.g. I _____________________the 
meals

AN EASY TASK 

TO ORIENT 

STUDENTS TO 

THE TEXT

A TASK THAT 

ALLOWS YOU TO 

DIAGNOSE THE 

PROBLEMS 

STUDENTS HAVE 

UNDERSTANDING 

THE TEXT

A TASK THAT 

WORKS ON THE 

PERCEPTUAL 

DIFFICULTIES OF 

THE TEXT



A letter to…
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/feb/02/a-
letter-to-my-lazy-wife-and-children

To my wife: you’ve worked 
for years, but you have 
almost zero savings. I pay 
the bills, and I pay when we 
go out. You could buy that 
new kitchen you want if you 
were to exercise a modicum 
of fiscal responsibility.
To our two kids still at home: 
why don’t you help around 
the house without being 
asked? Why must I return to 
a pigsty after a 12-hour 
shift?

Could I use this

with my

elementary class?



To my wife: you’ve worked for 
years, but you have almost zero 
savings in the bank. I pay the 
bills, like electricity, water and 
heat, and I pay when we go out to 
restaurants or the cinema . You 
could buy that new kitchen you 
want if you were to exercise a 
modicum or a little bit of fiscal or 
financial responsibility.
To our two kids still at home: 
why don’t you help around the 
house without being asked? Why 
must I return to a pigsty- a dirty 
kitchen, clothes everywhere, 
nothing tidy or in its place, after 
a 12-hour shift at work?

Simplify the text

Grade the task

Elaborate the text

Long, 2016



To my wife: you’ve worked for 
years, but you have almost zero 
savings in the bank. I pay the bills, 
like electricity, water and heat, and 
I pay when we go out to restaurants 
or the cinema . You could buy that 
new kitchen you want if you were 
to exercise a modicum or a little bit 
of fiscal or financial responsibility.
To our two kids still at home: why 
don’t you help your mother and me 
to do things around the house 
without being asked? Why must I 
return to a pigsty- a dirty kitchen, 
clothes everywhere, nothing tidy or 
in its place, after a 12-hour shift at 
work?

Elaborated textOriginal text

✓ Lingusitically richer

✓ Better input for
language
acquisition

✓ Easier to
understand

✓ Includes
paraphrases of
highly graded
language



What 
productive 

Tasks?

Could you create an 
authentic model for 
learners to compare 

their own with?

Real 
communicative 

goal

Would you do it?



SNAP CHAT
learners share and 
discuss photos
related to a 
particular topic eg
birthdays, family, 
festivals, the
weekend, food



Choosing Decide which festival from the recording is better 

Proving Mingle and try to prove your statement (each student gets a different 

sentence) “Most of the class has been to a festival this year”

Reaching a consensus Adapt statements to reflect group beliefs e.g. Gracia is the best festival in 

Barcelona.

Recoding Design and carry out a class survey based on ideas in the text e.g. How 

many people have eaten paella this week?

Write a facebook post/whatsapp message from one of the festivals

Replicating Students role play 

Comparing Think of a festival. Find 3 similarities and differences with others in group.

Matching Choose one of 3 upcoming festivals to attend. Mingle and try to find people 

who would like to go to the same one.

Ranking Using ideas in the text put the things that are important for a festival in 

order. 

Guessing Describe and guess the famous festival.

Discriminating Describe a famous festival. Other learners spot lie about festival.

Transcoding Describe and draw a photo from a festival

Negotiating Organize who does what when organizing a festival

Creating Come up with a design for a street in the Gracia festival

Allocating Come up with who will do what to prepare the street.

Adapted from © Scott Thornbury 2000 (adapted from A Framework for Task-based Learning, Jane Willis, Longman 1996)

You could also do 

any of these 

communicative 

things

What do they mean? 

What do they involve?



Choosing Decide which festival from the recording is better 

Proving Mingle and try to prove your statement (each student gets a different 

sentence) “Most of the class has been to a festival this year”

Reaching a consensus Adapt statements to reflect group beliefs e.g. Gracia is the best festival in 

Barcelona.

Recoding Design and carry out a class survey based on ideas in the text e.g. How 

many people have eaten paella this week?

Write a facebook post/whatsapp message from one of the festivals

Replicating Students role play 

Comparing Think of a festival. Find 3 similarities and differences with others in group.

Matching Choose one of 3 upcoming festivals to attend. Mingle and try to find people 

who would like to go to the same one.

Ranking Using ideas in the text put the things that are important for a festival in 

order. 

Guessing Describe and guess the famous festival.

Discriminating Describe a famous festival. Other learners spot lie about festival.

Transcoding Describe and draw a photo from a festival

Negotiating Organize who does what when organizing a festival

Creating Come up with a design for a street in the Gracia festival

Allocating Come up with who will do what to prepare the street.

Adapted from © Scott Thornbury 2000 (adapted from A Framework for Task-based Learning, Jane Willis, Longman 1996)



Who will you tell about the text you 
read today in class?

Why? 
What will you tell them?



× Make sure lessons have communicative goals

× Generate your own authentic texts through
recording. See TD Lab Staffroom group on FB for
more.

× Think about the purpose of the text to generate
authentic speaking and writing follow-up 
tasks

× Get feedback to evaluate the effectiveness of
text and task choice

https://www.facebook.com/groups/158309741477189/
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